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ABSTRACT 
For humans to gain comprehensive views of large amounts of repository contents, they need to have insight into the relations among 
information objects. It is a challenge to automatically generate presentations of repository contents, through, for example, search results, 
which reveal such relations to readers. Such presentations must reflect properties of information objects such that large sets of 
information objects appear as a coherent whole. An approach to this is generation of discourse structures that convey such properties of 
information objects in presentations. Semantic Web technology provides a conceptual basis for generation of discourse in Web-based 
information environments. 
This paper describes automatic generation of sequence and emphasis in presentations of information objects. It shows generation of 
object sequences and emphasis in accordance with a user input of relevance of information attributes in our Topia architecture. The 
resulting presentations allow users to encounter information objects in decreasing order of relevance. This makes it easier to identify 
relevant information objects among many others, as well as to observe their relations with the other information objects. 
 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.4, H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: Hypertext/Hypermedia architectures, navigation; Multimedia 
Information Systems Hypertext navigation and maps, Evaluation/methodology; I.7.2 [Document and Text Processing]: Document 
Preparation Hypertext/hypermedia, Markup languages, Multi/mixed media, standards. 
 
General Terms 
Algorithms, Documentation, Design, Experimentation, Standardization. 
 
Keywords 
Discourse, Narrative, Coherence, Semantics, Sequence, Order, Emphasis, Hypermedia, Cluster, Semantic Web, RDF. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Search engines on the Web typically generate presentations of retrieval results as plain lists of links to information objects, possibly 
sorted according to relevance or hyperlink connectivity. Such presentations do not easily allow users to assess sets of retrieved 
information objects as a whole, since this requires that users inspect the retrieved objects one by one. This inhibits users from readily 
identifying the information objects that are relevant for their information need. Structuring sets of repository contents in coherent 
presentations, taking preferences of individual users into account, would supposedly facilitate users orientation in presentations of large 
amounts of information objects. Semantics of electronic content on the Web encoded in Semantic Web technology [7] provide a basis for 
deriving relations among information objects in Web-based information environments. Such relations, when included, could add to 
coherence in presentations of information objects. 
Our focus is on automated generation of coherent presentations of database contents in order to allow users to find their way in large 
information collections. We aim at enhancing coherence in presentations of sets of information objects by transforming semantics 
encoded in RDF into constructs of common discourse that are meaningful for human users. Well-known discourse, such as narrative, 
conveys relations among information objects in addition to the information itself, such as by means of story lines, sequences, emphasis 
and focalisation [3]. Automatic production of such rich discourse typically produced by human authors remains elusive. Instead, we aim 
at generating simple but commonly encountered discourse constructs that can be based on attributes and relations, a typed of semantics 
supported by the Semantic Web. This papers focus is on automated generation of two such basic discourse constructs in presentations of 
information objects: sequence and emphasis on information objects in presentations. Sequences show interrelations among a set of 
objects in a semantic dimension, such as time, place or causality. Emphasising objects conveys a distinct property of such objects with 
respect to the other elements or a special relation with the other elements. Our presumption is that the resulting presentations of retrieval 
results enable users to assess the contents and relevance of information objects faster and with less effort compared with the common lists 
of search results. This, we hypothesize, assists users in deciding on navigation and exploration directions while traversing the information 
space, in order to help users grasp the contents of information repositories and discover what they find relevant or useful [11]. 
Section 2 of this paper discusses the approach in this paper in relation to other research. Section 3 describes the Topia (Topic-based 
Interaction with Archives) project [18] that produced the results described in this paper. Automated generation of sequence and emphasis 
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as discourse constructs in web environments is described in sections 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 explains involvement of a user 
statement of relevance of relations in the automated generation of sequence and emphasis in hierarchical presentations of search results. 
This section shows that the resulting presentations direct readers to the information relevant for them in the search result, while 
preserving directions to the other retrieved objects. Section 7 shows that the resulting presentations are capable of structuring retrieval 
results in different perspectives. Sections 8 describes future work on the topic in this paper and section 9 wraps up this paper with a 
summary and conclusions from this work. 
2. RELATED WORK 
A number of research projects discussed in this section focus on automated discourse generation in presentations of content stored in 
digital systems. Their approaches differ in three senses: the balance between human-specified and computer-inferred semantics for 
discourse generation, the types of discourse constructs that transformation of semantics results in, and the way of presenting discourse 
structures by conveying relations among information objects. Sections 2.1 through 2.4 position related work in the range from almost 
completely human specified discourse structures to discourse with high-level human specification only. They also discuss the position of 
sequence and emphasis in these different approaches. 
2.1 Fixed discourse frameworks 
Underlying frameworks of automatically generated discourse structures are in the range from nearly fixed to largely flexible. At the one 
extreme are nearly complete and rigid presentation structures that only leave room for objects to be inserted. Presentations of retrieval 
results of search engines fall in this category. Such presentations typically contain hyperlinks to retrieved items in straight lists. 
Application of sequence and emphasis to lists of retrieval results can convey relations among information objects and relations between 
information objects and information needs of users. 
2.2 Template-based discourse 
Templates that specify discourse structures are a step provide more flexible discourse frameworks than lists of retrieval results. Gaps in 
such templates allow insertion of information to fill in the contents of the story. Computer-generated sequence and emphasis in such 
presentations are bound to the information in each gap. It is important that the information filling the gaps is coherent in its connection 
with the template. The Artequakt project has a template-based approach focusing on discourse of textual biographies using narrative 
templates [1]. Sequence and emphasis in textual information is contained in the text itself. For text that originates from natural language 
generators, the coherence of the text as well as its connection with the template are important sequence criteria. 
2.3 Semantics-based discourse 
Geurts approach focuses on generation of discourse based on domain knowledge, straight from semantic information [10]. Discourse of 
specific types can be generated, such as biographies and curricula vitae. Such discourse requires semantics-based sequences and 
emphasis, since it should be in accordance with their usual contents and structure. Automatically generated sequences in such 
presentations should be in accordance with user expectations in order to make such presentations coherent. 
2.4 Semantics-driven discourse 
At the other extreme along the line of discourse framework flexibility is discourse without human-specification of the discourse structure. 
Such discourse results from characteristics of semantics that abstract from the meaning of the semantics itself but are based on the 
occurrence of the semantic relations only. Our Topia architecture generates presentations with such discourse structures and applies 
sequence and emphasis in the discourse. Sequence and emphasis are capable of adding a fraction of the semantics that human authors can 
generate. They are however universal across application domains. Further in this paper, section 6 explains how sequence and emphasis 
can be generated such that they are in accordance with relevance of objects for individual users. Section 7 shows that this principle can 
produce discourse that show information in different perspectives. 
Section 3 explains how the Topia architecture derives relations as well as the discourse and presentation structures. 
3. TOPIA ARCHITECTURE 
The research described in this paper is part of the development of the process architecture of the Topia project. The Topia architecture 
automates generation of presentation structures of retrieval results with discourse constructs [18]. Figure 1 shows its four phases. The 
information objects in Topias repository are 740 artefacts from the art collection of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam [17]. Attributes of the 
artefacts are encoded in about 64,000 RDF triples. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Topia architecture overview [18] 
 
Users access the Topia repository by specifying queries. After retrieving a set of artefacts together with their attributes in the first stage, 
the second stage generates a concept lattice: a structure of clusters of information objects and the attributes they have in common in a 
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subsumption graph [9]. The third stage transforms clusters and subsumption relations in a concept lattice into a conceptual presentation 
with discourse constructs. The final stage specifies the layout, the presentation of recurrent themes and the interaction with users in an 
HTML or SMIL presentation, generated by an XSLT style sheet. 
 
 
Figure 2. Cluster graph of concept lattice from Table 1 [18] 
 
 Table 1. Artefacts mapped against properties in a concept lattice for query on “water” [18] 
 
 
The concept lattices generated in the second stage of the Topia architecture not only contain all individual artefacts in a retrieval result, 
but also all clusters of artefacts in a retrieval result that have one or more attributes in common. Each cluster of artefacts together with 
their common set of attributes is a concept in the concept lattice. Concept lattices subsume concepts under other concepts that contain 
their smallest supersets of artefacts, in a directed graph [9]. As an illustration, Table 1 shows the retrieval result of the query specifying 
the string “water” in the title of artefacts. The rows are the titles of the retrieved artefacts and the columns are attributes of one or more of 
the retrieved artefacts. The crosses in the table indicate the occurrence of the corresponding attribute for the object concerned. Figure 2 
partly shows the concept lattice that results for this retrieval result, generated by the Topia architecture. The concepts are the pairs of 
adjacent bars with the objects printed in the upper bar and the attributes in the lower. The set of common attributes expresses what the 
relation is among the set of objects in each concept. For example, Figure 2 shows that artefacts A3, A5 and A6 have C1 and C6 as 
common attributes. 
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Figure 3. Conceptual presentation generated by the Topia demo 
 
Subsumption edges imply a relation between the clusters of artefacts and attributes in the concepts they connect: traversing subsumption 
edges in an upward direction leads to a more general concept, since such a concept has more objects and fewer attributes than the one 
traversed from. Likewise, traversing subsumption edges in a downward direction leads to a more specific concept. 
The third stage of the Topia architecture generates hierarchical conceptual presentations by flattening the directed acyclic graph structure 
of concept lattices. Hierarchically organised structures are commonly used backbone structures, such as in books subdivided in chapters, 
sections and paragraphs, to facilitate orientation by human readers. The conceptual presentations specify the clusters of information 
objects and relations among the objects by means of the common attributes. Figure 3 shows the conceptual presentation of the retrieval 
result of the query “water”, while Figure 4 shows the presentation of the concept lattice on the screen. 
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 Figure 4. Presentation generated by the Topia demo 
 
Sections 4 and 5 focus on automated generation of sequence and emphasis respectively from universal aspects of semantic annotations. 
The sections also describe the support that web standards offer. 
4. SEQUENCE 
Sequences of objects in presentations convey to readers an order of objects along a certain dimension. Consequently, readers of 
presentations expect sequences of objects to be meaningful so that they have to be in accordance with logical and, if possible, useful 
sequence criteria. This section discusses organisation of sequences of objects in presentations at the four phases in the presentation 
generation process, namely semantics, discourse, presentation structure and style. 
4.1 Semantics 
Semantics imply domain-independent sequences of concepts in information repositories in multiple ways. First, sequences follow directly 
from explicitly ordered sets of objects. The RDF recommendation contains a <seq> class for explicitly ordered collections, while RDFs 
<bag> class supports an unordered collection of objects and RDFs <alt> class supports collections of objects that are equivalent in some 
sense. Second, sequences follow from the occurrence of a relation between subsequent objects, such as chains of objects with identical 
relations. Semantics encoded in RDF triples allow derivation of such sequences by examining the attribute-object pairs of subjects. Third, 
sequences follow from numeric characteristics, such as weights indicating relevance of objects. Semantics encoded in RDF allow 
identification of numeric quantities, since the data type specification in XML schemas reveals whether items are of a numeric type. 
Fourth, inference rules allow derivation of relations between objects that order objects as sequences, such as for generation of rich 
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narrative sequences. The first three sequence criteria are universal, since they are independent of the semantics themselves of the attribute 
instances. 
Section 4.2 discusses sequence as a discourse construct for relating information objects in presentations. 
4.2 Discourse 
Many common ways of presenting a set of elements imply a notion of sequence [19]. It is important that sequence criteria make sense to 
users. For sequences of objects to be comprehensible and meaningful for humans, they should be arranged according to similar 
characteristics. Complexity, specificity, and causal relations between subsequent objects are general sequence criteria that need 
specification. The specification determines their semantics. Sequences of objects can result from mapping characteristics of these objects 
to other characteristics that are sequence criteria, for example through inference rules. As an example, events can be related to their 
period if periods are expressed as numbers, such as years, which allows a chronological sequence of events. The meaning of the resulting 
sequences depends on the sequence criterion, so that it is possible that sequences are not useful for readers. 
Hierarchical presentation structures, such as Topias conceptual presentation structures, contain subsumption of multiple concepts under 
other concepts. A depth-first traversal of a hierarchical object structure is a sequence of specificity with specialisation and generalisation 
steps to lead readers through hierarchies in a comprehensible way. Concepts subsumed under a certain concept have equal position in the 
hierarchy. In the Topia conceptual presentations, the sequence of concepts subsumed under a concept is according to the relevance 
criterion explained in section 6. The sequences of artefacts within concepts are according to year of creation, a manually chosen numeric 
criterion [18]. However, the relevance criterion is as well applicable to individual artefacts in a concept. 
Common objects of subsequent clusters can be the transition from the one cluster to the next. Maximisation of this type of transition for a 
given set of clusters can be a criterion for sequence of clusters. For this it should be possible to arrange the presentation ordering of the 
contacts of the two clusters such that the common object is the last item in the first cluster and the first item of the next. Such transitions 
save presentation space since the common objects are presented once for both clusters. It acts as a conceptual transition, a segue, between 
the clusters. Segues improve the aesthetics of the presentation and help convey the relation between the groups. 
4.3 Presentation structure 
In earlier work, we propose presentation structures in hypermedia for the sequence nucleus type in Rhetorical Structure Theory [15] 
conveying sequence. These presentation structures are bookshelf order (the order of stacked bookshelves), temporal order and next-
buttons for navigating to the next node in a sequence [19]. In this earlier work, we also suggest presentation structures that contain hardly 
any notion of sequence in a set of objects compared to common presentation structures, namely random arrangements of objects, 
patchworks and grid structures. Scattering objects by these structures reduces an implied notion of sequence. Such presentations devoid 
of an implication of sequence avoid the risk of presenting information in sequences that have no meaning to users. Alternatively, criteria 
that presumably help users assess the content of presentations can be a basis for sequences of objects. This section discusses presentation 
structure devices for representation of sequence in three aspects of hypermedia presentations: space, time and link structure. 
4.3.1 Space 
Conveyance of sequences in space requires that the objects in the sequence be positioned in space with respect to each other, such that 
usual reading directions of humans imply the sequence. The relative distance between subsequent objects conveys the relative distance in 
the attributes or relations that are the basis for the sequence. Two-dimensional media can express two-dimensional sequences by putting 
objects in tables for conveying sequences according to two criteria. CSS has properties for supporting the positioning of objects required 
for the above-mentioned structures. 
4.3.2 Time 
Time-based presentations suggest a sequence running from the beginning of the time series to the end. This inherent sequence in time-
based presentations strongly implies sequence. The sequence can however be adjusted by flashbacks and flash-forwards, resulting in 
presentation sequences that can disturb the expected ordering. Time-based presentations can convey development of real events in time. 
In addition, time-based presentations can convey ordering of space, such as in guiding tours [20]. Time-varied transitions convey the 
relative distance between subsequent objects, as well as the beginnings and ends of sequences that are put in concatenation. SMIL-
enabled web-based presentations can contain the above-mentioned features in progressions in time. 
4.3.3 Links 
Sequences in navigation structures guide users through one or more paths of nodes in sequences specified by the navigation structure. 
Links in such navigation paths can represent relations between subsequent objects, spatial relations or separations of nodes applying to 
different events in time [20]. The hyperlink construct in the HTML standard supports these techniques. 
4.4 Style 
Sequences are typically presented in lists of ordered items. The CSS property list-style-type conveys sequence, or lack thereof, to the 
user. Most of its values prescribe numeric systems, typically numbers that precede the display of the element's children. The numeric 
system values correspond with the <ol> element in HTML, specifying an ordered list. These numeric systems emphasise that the 
displayed items fall in a sequence. The remaining values, such as disc and circle, correspond instead with the <ul> element, specifying an 
unordered list. They potentially communicate that the list is not necessarily a sequence. 
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5. EMPHASIS 
Emphasis on objects in presentations indicates to readers that such objects have one or more properties, such as relevance, that 
distinguish the objects from other objects. Consequently, viewers of presentations expect emphasised objects to be worthy of note in 
some sense. 
This section discusses derivation, from semantics, domain-independent distinguishing features, which are expressible in presentations by 
using emphasis. The discussion concerns the four phases in the presentation generation process, namely semantics, discourse, 
presentation structure and style. 
5.1 Semantics 
Semantics imply domain-independent distinguishing features of concepts in information repositories in multiple ways. First, 
distinguishing features follow directly from annotations that explicitly express that concepts are distinct with respect to other concepts, or 
distinct for specific users. Second, distinguishing features follow implicitly for concepts with attributes or a combination of attributes that 
not many other concepts have. Similarly, distinguishing features follow for concepts with attributes or a combination of attributes that are 
relevant for specific users. These latter cases of implicit distinguishing features are universal, since they are independent of the semantics 
themselves of the attribute instances. Appropriate presentation of concepts with such distinguishing features is dependent on the degree 
and nature of the features that distinguishes such concepts. 
Semantics encoded in RDF triples [13] allow derivation of distinguishing features of RDF subjects by examining the attribute-object 
pairs of subjects for particularity with respect to other RDF subjects. 
Section 5.2 discusses emphasis as a discourse construct for relating information objects in presentations. 
5.2 Discourse 
Distinct discourse characteristics of information objects suggest distinguishing features of such objects, and emphasises such objects with 
respect to other information objects. Examples of distinct discourse characteristics are central or extreme representations of information 
objects or groups of information objects, additional discourse characteristics and annotations. Variations of intensity, position, distance or 
direction of information objects in presentations convey such distinct discourse characteristics, emphasising the objects concerned. 
Regularity in discourse characteristics suggests a thread running through a presentation tying it together. Such regularity can be repetition 
of objects or specific types of objects, objects with consistently applied specific discourse characteristics, and rhythm, being a fixed 
structure of repetition. Such threads are conceived as prominent themes, express emphasis on the objects involved and thus allow 
focalisation of presentations. Broken regularity, such as absence of objects or discourse characteristics at some positions in otherwise 
regular structures, suggests exceptions. 
Concepts in concept lattices are themes characterised by the attributes that the objects in a concept have in common. Regular discourse 
structures convey such themes. The subsumption structure of concept lattices is also a regular structure, since downward traversal 
invariantly results in specialisation and upward traversal in generalisation. 
Concepts with many objects or attributes compared to other concepts are distinct concepts, as well as concepts with objects and attributes 
that are relevant for users. A relatively dense interconnection structure of concepts in concept lattices is also a distinguishing feature of 
the concepts involved. Putting such distinct objects at central or extreme positions in discourse structures emphasises such objects for 
users. 
5.3 Presentation structure 
Presentation structures specify the relations among objects in presentations while abstracting from the physical aspects of presentations. 
Presenting distinct objects in a way that is different in some sense from the presentation of other objects emphasises such objects. In 
hypermedia presentations, putting distinct objects at prominent positions, such as at a central or extreme position emphasises such 
objects, as well as association of additional objects such as text, images or symbols with such objects. Regular structures in one of the 
dimensions of hypermedia convey themes. This section discusses presentation structure devices for representation of emphasis in three 
aspects of hypermedia presentations: space, time and link structure. 
5.3.1 Space 
From a layout point of view, putting distinct objects at a central position, such as in the middle of the screen, or at extreme positions, such 
as on top of the screen, emphasises such objects. Alignment of objects along a spatial dimension conveys a stratification of emphasis on 
objects. Examples are distribution of objects in a lattice structure, indentation for indicating levels in hierarchical structures and the 
organisation of books, where titles of chapters are on top of pages and footnotes at the extreme bottom. In addition, alignment of objects 
conveys a regular structure of themes. In the hierarchical conceptual presentations generated by the Topia architecture, spatial grouping 
of branches conveys the fact that they are a theme, corresponding with a concept. Alignment of concepts and artefacts in the orientation 
bar conveys a stratification of emphasis that is related to the number of objects in concepts. CSS elements support positioning and 
alignment of objects in HTML presentations. 
5.3.2 Time 
Putting distinct objects at the beginning or end of a time sequence emphasises such objects. Increased presentation duration of objects in 
time-based presentations also emphasises objects. Variable pacing allows conveying a stratification of emphasis, typically by slowing 
down the pace proportionally to emphasis. Flashbacks and flash-forwards emphasise objects or events and allow repetition and regular 
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structures. Temporal grouping, rhythm and fixed-length pauses also convey regularity. Players or browsers that support SMIL enable 
web-based presentations with the above-mentioned features in progressions in time. 
5.3.3 Links 
Objects linked to from many places in navigation structures emphasises such objects. Such objects can be central nodes that act as home 
or start pages of, for example, web sites such as portals. Furthermore, objects that have links to other objects have emphasis with respect 
to objects without links to other objects. In addition, names of links can express emphasis since they can contain an identification or 
annotation of the link. These techniques are all supported by the hyperlink construct in the HTML standard. 
5.4 Style 
The classical type of technique for emphasising objects is highlighting them in order to give emphasised objects distinct presentation 
characteristics with respect to other objects. Techniques for highlighting are setting objects size, use of different fonts and colours, 
flashing objects, use of icons such as arrows and frames around objects. A feature such as frame size conveys the intensity of the 
emphasis, and colour possibly the type of emphasis. 
Style features such as colour are applicable to individual objects and do not inherently constrain the presentation of other objects. Style 
features allow addressing individual objects for emphasising. However, possible unintended effects of a combination of style features in 
presentations should be avoided, while in addition style can affect presentation of information and its presentation structure [16]. As 
examples, background colours should not mask colours in the media items or conflict with them, and application of many different fonts 
may inhibit readability. 
6. USER CONTROL 
In presentations of hierarchical structures, a meaningful sequence of a set of concepts that are subsumed under a concept provides readers 
with a means of relating the subsumed concepts to each other according to the applied sequence criterion. If the sequence criterion is 
relevance of objects, readers reading the sequence from beginning to end encounter each of the concepts in the sequence before all other 
concepts that are less relevant. A difficulty is that it is hard to tell beforehand what makes concepts relevant for users. We base the 
sequence of concepts subsumed under a concept on relevance for users, and consider a number of criteria that are optional relevance 
criteria for individual users. These criteria are the portion of the retrieval result covered by the objects, the amount of information 
available about the objects, and the relevance of the available information for individual users. We now explain how these relevance 
criteria relate to characteristics of concepts. 
The first relevance criterion mentioned, being the portion of the total number of retrieved objects in concepts, is proportional to the 
number of objects in concepts. Consequently, we consider the number of objects in concepts as a measure of the concepts relevance. 
The second relevance criterion, being the amount of information available about the objects, is proportional to the number of attributes of 
concepts. Consequently, we consider the number of attributes of concepts as another measure for the concepts relevance. 
The third relevance criterion, being the relevance of the available information for individual users, requires that a specification of the 
relevance of attributes for users be available. Since users goals vary, different users consider different attributes as relevant. A way of 
letting users specify relevance of attributes is by requesting an assignment of positive numbers to attributes as relevance weights, such 
that higher numbers correspond to higher relevance of attributes. Since higher numbers of the previously mentioned relevance criteria 
also correspond to higher levels of relevance, a measure of the total level of relevance of a concept that follows from the three individual 
relevance criteria can be calculated according to the following formula. 
 
 
In this formula, Rconcept is the relevance of the concept, Nobjects is the number of objects in the concept, Nattributes is the number of 
attributes in the concept and Wi is the weight of attribute i in a set of Nattributes attributes. 
Multiplying the number of objects with the sum of the weights assigned to the attribute types results in their having equal effect on the 
resulting concept relevance, without their having to be of equal order of magnitude. Adding the number of objects to the sum of weights 
results in their having equal effect on the outcome only if they are in the same order of magnitude. Since the order of the number of 
objects in concepts generally increases with the total number of objects in the database, this would entail a need to bring the weights into 
accordance with the number of objects in concepts. 
A set of weight values containing the values zero and one only allows users to designate attributes as either relevant or irrelevant without 
further distinguishing between the relevance levels. 
The formula shows the calculation of the concept relevance when all three relevance criteria mentioned are involved. Leaving some of 
the relevance criteria aside requires adjustment of the formula. Excluding the first relevance criterion, being the number of objects in 
concepts, implies that the factor Nobjects must be removed from the formula. Excluding the second relevance criterion, being the number 
of attributes in concepts, implies that an additional division by the number of attributes in the concept must follow calculation of the 
resulting Rconcept. Excluding the influence of differently valued weights implies that the number of attributes Nattributes replaces the 
summation factor. 
A sequence of presentation of siblings in decreasing order of concept relevance in hierarchical conceptual presentations results in readers 
encountering siblings in decreasing order of relevance. Emphasising concepts with relevance levels that exceed a certain threshold level, 
such as zero, allows users to identify the objects in presentations with the specified relevance level at a glance. 
The Topia architecture puts siblings in hierarchical conceptual presentations in a sequence according to relevance as explained in this 
section. With their query, users specify the level of relevance of the types of attributes that occur with the retrieved information objects. 
Figure 5 shows the specification form. The form shows the weights as well as a direction for users for applying the weights. Users 
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specify one of six levels of relevance for each of these attribute types, or tick the extreme left column for specifying attribute types that 
should not be included in the presentation. 
Attributes in the Topia repository have a type and a value. Topia allows user specification of the relevance of only the attribute types that 
occur in the retrieval result. Conceptually, users could as well be allowed to specify weights of attribute values. However, attribute types 
typically have many attribute values, resulting in a large amount of attribute values that occur in retrieval results. Letting users specify 
relevance for all of these requires considerable efforts. RDF encoded databases allow automated extraction of the attribute types and 
values of retrieved objects. 
 
 
Figure 5. User specification of relevance of attribute types 
 
To process the specified levels of relevance, they are assigned the integers from zero to five. Higher numbers in this range correspond to 
higher relevance levels, as shown in the table. The values of weights in the form are illustrative and not critical for a good performance of 
the sequence principle. In fact, users could be allowed to specify the weight values freely, allowing users to apply a weight distribution 
different from a set of successive integers. For calculating relevance of concepts, the Topia architecture applies the mentioned formula in 
order to involve all three stated relevance criteria. 
A hierarchical list of concepts conveys the retrieval results, as described in section 3. Since people read from top to bottom, presenting 
the sequenced concepts from top to bottom requires a presentation device, so that at each hierarchical level, users encounter concepts in 
decreasing order of relevance. Emphasised concepts, with a relevance exceeding the threshold level, appear as blue links, while the non-
emphasised are ghosted out. 
Section 7 shows that sequences of siblings according to relevance of clusters for users as explained in this section allows focalisation of 
presentations to specific points of view. 
7. DIRECTING DISCOURSE 
Section 6 showed that sequence and emphasis in presentations position a set of information objects at a point in the story space. For users 
to obtain discourse that shows specific perspectives of sets of information objects requires an appropriate statement of relevance of 
attributes. This section shows how a statement of relevance of attributes results in discourse that give a corresponding perspective of a set 
of retrieved information objects. The discussion focuses on one of the relevance criteria only, being the attribute weights, since it is the 
only relevance criterion that relates to the contents of information objects. 
Increasing the weights of specific attributes moves concepts with these attributes to the front of sequences they are part of, allowing users 
to encounter such concepts first. Consequently, in order to put discourse in perspective, attributes that are characteristic of the required 
perspective must have higher weights than others in order to give the corresponding clusters high relevance. To illustrate this with the 
Topia architecture, we consider a user who wants artefacts about the theme water and specifies a query “water” in the artefact title. 
Among useful perspectives for readers of the retrieval results are the perspective of the art domain on the one hand and the perspective of 
time and place on the other hand. Considering the attributes that occur in the retrieval result at the extreme left in Figure 5, the following 
weight configurations are in accordance with the two perspectives. 
1. Perspective of art domain: attributes artist, genre and material have weight value 1, other attributes have weight value 0. 
2. Perspective of time and place: attributes place and year of creation have weight value 1, other attributes have weight value 0. 
Figure 6 shows a presentation in the art domain perspective resulting from the weight configuration stated in item 1. Concepts that have 
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attributes of type artist, genre or material appear above other concepts in the presentation sequence. 
Figure 7 shows a presentation in the perspective of time and place resulting from the weight configuration stated in item 2. Concepts that 
have attributes of type place or year appear above other concepts in the presentation sequence. 
In addition to users themselves, discourse domain experts can be involved in specifying the weight configuration of attributes for 
discourse with specific perspectives. Dynamic RDF encoded databases do not allow retrieval of an up-to-date set of attributes of 
information objects before the time of retrieval. Consequently, it is not known beforehand what attributes are available, which of the 
attributes relate to the required perspective and how they should be weighted to ensure a proper position of objects and attributes in the 
resulting discourse of the required type. A classification of attributes in the repository gives discourse domain experts a means for 
specifying the relevance of classes of attributes in presentations with specific perspectives. 
 
 
Figure 6. Discourse in perspective of art domain 
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 Figure 7. Discourse in perspective of time and place 
 
8. FUTURE WORK 
The work presented in this paper bases automatically generated sequence and emphasis on the relative number of objects and attributes of 
concepts and on relevance of attribute types for individual users. Another domain-independent criterion for sequences and emphasis is the 
subsumption structure in concept lattices. The subsumption structure occurring in concept lattices depends on the occurrence and 
distribution of attributes among the retrieved information objects. Sequences of concepts can be based on their number of child concepts 
or parent concepts, while emphasis on concepts can be based on a high number of parent concepts or child concepts. Analysis of concept 
lattices reveals the presence of distinct structures such as central concepts or intensively interconnected clusters of concepts, which can be 
emphasised. Presenting such relevant and prominent characteristics of concept lattices by means of discourse constructs to convey 
patterns in the retrieval result will be a topic of future research. 
Topias current implementation generates concept lattices based on exact match of attributes of information objects. Extension of the exact 
match criterion with measures based on proximity of attributes can potentially increase the number and quality of clusters. Clustering 
techniques exploiting proximity of attributes have found their application in data mining for partitioning sets of objects [5]. The type of 
clustering technique determines the properties of the resulting clusters and hence the type of coherence among objects in clusters. In order 
to let users experience the objects in the resulting clusters as semantically close, the required distance measure between attributes for 
clustering should be accordingly. In spite of the required tuning, density-based numeric clustering techniques take the distribution of 
numbers in the retrieved data set into account for generating clusters of objects with relatively small numeric distance between the 
objects. Such techniques can be particularly useful for clustering numeric properties, such as the year of creation of artefacts. 
Vector space models of information objects in an attribute space have found common application to express similarities between 
information objects for information retrieval purposes [21]. Vector space models are a conceptual basis for clustering objects based on 
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non-numerical attributes and for calculating clusters similarity to user queries. Discourse constructs such as sequence and emphasis can 
express such cluster characteristics in presentations. Future work will extend the applied clustering techniques and focus on their 
presentation in discourse constructs. 
Another application of sequences is for conveying themes as threads through concept lattices. Such themes can concern subsequent 
clusters of attributes that have a specific identical attribute, but that do not occur under the same concept in the concept lattice. The user 
statement of relevance of attributes can be extended to a user statement of themes to be presented as paths along subsequent clusters in 
presentations. We will focus on automatic generation of such themes by means of sequence and emphasis and possibly other discourse 
constructs. 
RDF databases are flexible because of their support for integration and inference rules without having to redefine the database structure. 
Consequently, attributes that occur in retrieval results cannot be determined earlier than at time of retrieval. It will be interesting to think 
about development of semantic structures that let domain discourse experts specify generation of perspectives of presentations by means 
of discourse constructs, in the absence of an exact knowledge of the attributes that occur in retrieval results. 
9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This paper focuses on the automated derivation of two discourse constructs, being sequence and emphasis, from semantic annotations. 
The results of this work are a continuation of the Topia project, which generates discourse structures from clustering of semantic 
annotations. Other approaches focus on human-authored narrative templates for specifying sequence and emphasis. We present 
requirements for automated domain-independent generation of sequence and emphasis in the four phases of our processing chain, being 
analysis of semantic annotations, clustering, discourse structure generation and hypermedia generation. We also present an overview of 
the support that web standards, including the Semantic Web standard, offer for this. Principles for discourse generation that are 
independent of specific domain semantics allow automatic generation of narrative presentations from the contents of multiple repositories 
in web environments, irrespective of their application field. 
Domain-independent criteria for sequence and emphasis follow from two sources of information. First, such criteria can be derived from 
attributes of information objects. Hard-coded sequences, numerical attributes and chains of information objects with identical relations 
between subsequent objects are sequence criteria that can be derived automatically. The occurrence of relatively large clusters of 
information objects that have identical attributes is a criterion for emphasis, as well as occasional attributes of objects with respect to 
those of other objects. A second criterion for sequence and emphasis is relevance of information objects for individual users. We present 
a relevance criterion that takes both types of criteria into account. The latter, subjective, criterion is according to a user-specified 
expression of relevance of information objects, stated by assigning relevance weights to attribute types that occur in the metadata 
repository. 
This paper demonstrates application of the presented relevance criterion in the Topia architecture, in order to generate sequenced and 
emphasised clusters of objects in presentations of artefacts from the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam collection. RDF encoded annotations 
allow derivation of the actual set of attributes that occur with the retrieved objects at time of retrieval. Finally, we show that the user 
statement of relevance is a basis for generating presentations that put the retrieval result in specific perspectives. 
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